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TIlE USE OF COMPUTERS AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS IN 

CORPORATE AND PROFIT CENTRE STRATEGIC PLANNING 

S. L. Andersen 

Rapporteur s 

Introduction 

Mr. J. Arnott 

Mr. J. S. Clowe s 

Mr. J. M. Rushby 

Dr. Andersen opened by defining hi s ro l e within hi s empl oying 

company as that of a consultant or manager of a consulting group 

and pointed out that any opinions expres sed would be persona l and 

did not nec essarily r eflect t he attitudes of his company. He 

indicated that he would use three approaches to hi s subj ect , 

n ame ly: 

(1) A personal approach, l ocating himse lf in the context 

of the events described . 

( 2) A discussion of se lected case histori es . 

(3) A presentation of certain " conceptual frameworks ". 

Dr. Andersen then pr esented the fol lowing l ist , in historical 

order, of t he types of problem upon which he had been consul ted 

during his career. 

(1) De s ign of l a boratory and pilot plant experiments . 

( 2) Plant l eve l experiments (that is, with operationa l pl ants ) . 

( 3 ) Operations Research. 

( 4) Venture Analysis. 

(5) Profit Centre Management Infor mation Sys t ems . 

( 6) Corporate Planning Mode l s . 
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As the consulting experience of Dr. Andersen and his group 

progressed through the above list, they experienced a growing 

feeling of increasing irrelevence a s their clients within the 

company relied less and less on the results of analytical tool s 

developed by the consultants . On reflection, they were able to 

di s c e rn three reasons for thi s: 

(1 ) Model s 

In problem classes 1 and 2, there exists a well-defined 

set of candida te model s which may be u sed for the analysis. 

The se models include such technology as chemical kinetics, 

fluid flow and heat trans fer. Thes e models are universally 

accepted and are supported by a well developed body of theory. 

This s ituation no longer obtains when problems from class 4 

onwards are addressed. 

(2) Data 

In problem clas ses 1 and 2, the main difficulties concerning 

data ar e thos e of collection and preci s ion; in the latter 

problem classes, the difficulties encountered are much greater, 

as one is dealing with "soft data" (for example, Cus tomer 

preferenc es , brand loyalty, e tc.). 

(3) Social System 

For the problem classes from 3 onwards , the "social sys tem" 

with which the consultants must communicate and interact may 

consis t of many hundred s of people, po ss ibl y widely di spe rsed 

both in location and in po s ition within the company hierarchy. 

Thi s contras t s with t he s ituation in t he earlier c l asses where 

the "social sys tem " consists of only a few peopl e whose roles 

and relationships are we l l understood by the consultants. 
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During the initial period of consultation in problem classes 

4, 5 and 6, Dr. Andersen, in r etrospect, would consider his group 

a "fai lure ll 
- in the sense mentioned ear l ier. Initial "common sense " 

attention to the three issues listed above resulted in " intermittent 

s uccess". At the pres ent, with professional competence being brought 

to bear on both the anal ytical and behavioural aspects of decision 

making technology, a pattern of " successful consultation" is beginning 

to emerge. 

Dr. Andersen presented three case studi es to illustrate the 

evolution of these ideas. 

Failure 

The first case hi s tory, an example of failure, invol ves a problem 

in t he field of venture analysi s . 

Five to ten million dollars had been s pent on research into a 

new product and the company was about one year away from deciding 

whether or not to proceed to the level of test marketing (which would 

necessitate a very l ar ge capital expenditure). The department 

concerned was one of the larges t in the company with a whol e string 

of managers involved in the product and any decision concerning it. 

The consultants' task was to assis t the planning s t a ff of the 

client department prepare a venture analysis to assess the product's 

viabi lity in the market place as a commercial venture. 

In the design of the modeling system to be used, the consultant 

group consciously attempted to invo l ve all the departments concerned 

by asking for r epr esentatives from these to sit in their meetings . 

After about one year of effort and the expenditure of s ome $1 50 ,000 

of s taff time , the planning s taff advised, on the bas i s of r esults 

extr acted from the model, that the product was viable and should be 

commercialized. However, the Marketing Director, who had final 

r esponsibi l i t y for making the marke ting assessments , rejected thi s 

advi ce saying tha t the kind of evidence they presented was irrelevant. 
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The gro up realised thnt they had never con side red what cons tituted 

va. lid evidence of the product ' s marketability in thi s man's opinion. 

The l esson l earnt was t hat t he man who was to make these as sessments 

s hould have been c l osely and per s ona lly involved i n the cons ultants ' 

work and not merely represented by a member of h is s taff in whom he 

poss ibly haiL little confidenc e . Evidentl y, the peopl e on who se opinion 

the se nior management relied when f aced with a difficult decision wer e 

not necessarily the peopl e nominally res ponsi ble for the formal planning 

activi.ty. This former group were the people with whom the consultants 

s hould have worked. Di s covering who they are invo l ves making explicit 

the nature of tile influenc e network in the organization which i s 

normally informa l and hidden. Di s clo s ing this influence network 

explici tly i s usually seen as qui t o ri sky by the organization and 

avoided in the normal courSe of events . 

Intermittent and Inadvertent Succe ss 

As they began to gain experience in problem s from the l atter 

classes , the group was able to r ecord s ome s ucce sses , but without 

Imowing exactly why they were succ essful on the se occas ions . The 

se cond case study comes from thi s period of inadvertent success 

'fhe context of the cas e was that a manufacturing company had 

developed a new product but l acked the experti se to market it and, 

therefore, propo s ed to form a partnership with a smaller r e t ai l firm 

who had the neces s ary marketing expertise. 

As the cos t of cons tructing a commercial-scale plant was ve ry 

great, it was clear that expl ic itness was required in assessing the 

opportunities and r isks involved in the venture. The consultants 

were called in to he lp re solve differences on such issues as the 

prospective market share and production and marketing costs. They 

had to operate under a 100-day constraint (before the partners hip 

contracts were officially s igned or t he agreement broken off). 
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At the first meeting of about 24 people from the research, 

marketing, production and finance departments, it was clear that, 

although each person was able to r eport on hi s own area , collectively 

they lacked direction in integrating these judgments to see their 

joint implications and collective uncertainties. Everyone considered 

that he was competent to express an opinion on the broad issues in 

hi s own as well as other d epartments. There was no agreed mechanism 

for resolving the ensuing differences. To overcome this difficulty, 

it was agreed that the overall problem should be broken down into a 

number of smaller specific issues such that agreement was obtained on 

who waS competent to take an authoritative position on that issue. It 

was then necessary to define the logical relationships between these 

sub-pr obl ems in a computer simulation. 

As an exampl e of the kind of considerations involved in constructing 

the model, we may consider the Consumer Marketing Model shown in Figure 

1. Of the three inputs, "Adverti sing Effectiveness" is a subjective 

parameter, but some data was obtained from market survey companies. 

The size of retailers stocking the company's products is, in contrast, 

"hard data"; in this case, it was obtained from the Nielson market 

research organizationo "Retai lers Stocking Policy" is an even more 

subj ective matter, but the effects of different assumptions can be 

t ested on the model. Figure 2 shows a typical subj ective assessment; 

assuming that the retailer's decision to stock the product depends 

only on his expected annual sal es, it gives the probability that he 

will adopt different threshold l evels . Figure 3 shows how the 

"Condi tional Market Shar e ", obtained from the data about advertising 

effectiveness, is combined with the other two inputs to generate the 

r etai l ers stocking decision. 

Three main factors determine the appropri ate l eve l of disaggregation 

for constructing the venture simul ation , viz . the time avai lable, the 

numerical importance of the block and the political importance of 

enabl ing those re sponsibl e to attain an understanding of what is being 

done. 
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Once probability distributions had been defined for each 

unc ertain parameter, the financial ri sks of proceeding with 

commercialization of the venture was determined from the computer 

model. The adve rti sing issue i s illustrated in Figur e 4 where the 

dotted line represents the locus of t he competitors' optimal response 

to each of the company's possible adve rti sing s trategi es . The 

maximum venture worth of $ 7m is significantly smaller than the 

value of $25m which would be attained if the competitor failed t o 

r espond competi ti vely to the introduction of this new product. 

'fhe final outcome in this case was that the two firms decided 

not to proceed with the partner ship. 

Thi s was the be s t succes s during thi s intermittent period because 

of the relianc e of senior management on the re sults of the model and 

their willingness to di s cuss probl ems in terms of conc epts that existed 

in it. Analysis of what had been done showed that decisi ons had been 

taken affecting four di s tinct things . The se were: 

(1) The Data - what is valid data for any block in the model 

and how uncertain it is. 

(2) The Logic - how do uncertai nti es and decisions in one part of 

the venture interact with others to delineate the 

risks involved. 

(3) The Organization - who is formally r esponsible for assessment 

of each of the unc ertain parameter s in the 

prospective venture. 

(4) The Relationships - the process of di saggregation r eveal s the 

informal effective hierarchy in the company. 

It was now clear that any management decision would affect, and 

would be affected by, these four elements which were revealed as the 

four main regions in which a manager operates . 
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Success 

Success in this context means being aware of obstacles and 

having an embryonic technology for dealing with some of them. The 

third case study provides an example of thiso 

On this occasion, the consulting group was approached by a 

former client, the control manager of a large department in the 

company. This department was responsible for manufacturing and 

marketing a range of products with a changing product and manufacturing 

technology. The Control Manager was responsible for advising General 

Management on long range planning for the department and reported to 

an Assistant General Manager who was himself answerable to a General 

Manager. 

During the previous twelve months, the department had experienced 

a dramatic reduction in earnings and pressure on market share due to 

market place changes o The question posed was, "What pricing policy 

should we adopt to regain our previous profit position?" 

Three years earlier, a simulation model of the department's 

operations had been constructed, but the predictions of this model 

had been ignored by the management in selecting departmental strategy. 

Many people thought this had contributed to the current business crises 

of the department. The Control Manager asked the consultants to help 

construct a better model. Dr. Andersen explained that this, by itself, 

might not be helpful o Since there seemed to be some dissatisfaction 

about the way management decisions had been made in the past, he 

suggested that they should begin by discussing the four regions of 

the management process with a cross-section of people in the department. 

This idea required the approval of the Assistant General Manager 

since the subjects to be discussed fell within his domain of authority. 

He agreed to the suggestion and was asked to list the names of people 

whose expertise and/or authority were critical in the conduct of the 

business o These were first interviewed individually, but on the basis 
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that everything they said would later be shared with the other 

interviewees. The key que s tion a sked was , "How do you think the 

deci s ion about pricing can be made more effective l y? " 

From these discussions, it became evident that there were many 

different opinions about the accuracy of the model, but everybody 

felt that top management took insufficient notice of their expertise. 

The As s istant Gene ral Manager accepted their desire to have more 

influence on pr icing. To explore new ways of se tting pricing policy, 

four small teams were set up, each responsible for building a model of 

the part of the business about which they had expert knowledge. 

A new process of consultation had been introduced, in that the 

members of the department had been invited to accept r esponsibility 

for diagnosing and r edesigning their own decision making proces s es . 

At this stage , it became cl ear that the original question was 

an inadequate formulation of the problem. The questions which really 

required answers were: "What market position do we want? !! and "What 

price are we willing to pay to achieve the desired market position?" 

These questions required a policy decision which could only be taken 

by the Gener a l Manager. After further study , they were abl e to place 

the problem before him with a compr ehensive set of alternative 

proposals for hi s consideration. By the end of the year, a new 

business strategy for the department had been set - with some new 

decision mak ing patterns establi sh ed among the managers - including 

better computer models and greater reliance by senior managers on them. 

A Model of the Management Process 

Analysis of the experi enc e gained from a number of succ essful 

cases suggests that the process by which organizations are managed can 

be modelle<i by the block diagram shown in Figure 5. Each block 

r epresents a different kind of task necessary for the successful 

management of an organization and these fall naturally into a 

hi erarchy. The task represented by each of the upper blocks is 
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concerned with effecting change in the way that the tasks in the 

lower blocks are executed and may be considered as a meta-task 

relative to these. For successful management, f eedback from the 

lower to the higher l eve l s i s also r equired. 

The tasks repre sented by the lowe s t block - DECIDE/ DO - are 

concerned with the day-to-day running of the organization. The 

deci s ions taken at thi s l eve l concern objective s (for example, 

pricing policy) and tactics required to a chieve these objectives. 

The second block - MANAGEMENT PROCESS - determines how deci s ions 

are made at the DECIDE/DO level. Dec is ions at this level concern the 

four regions defined earlier, namely choosing the data, logic, 

organization and relationships required for the DECIDE/DO deci sion 

making process. 

The third level - RENEW - represents tasks connected with 

improving the way the management process itself i s changed. Possible 

methods for effecting this are: 

(1) Hiring consultants. 

(2) Training managers in new techniques (usually by sending 

them to courses off-site). 

(3) Having managers diagnose and change their own management 

practices as they become outdated. Dr. Andersen calls 

this "Operating". 

GOVERNANCE, the final task in the hierarchy, consists in 

conscious ly creating a system of goal s and guidelines which define 

a purposeful corporate culture which is responsive to its survival in 

a changing environment. Three components of this task are: 

(1 ) Values - locating of responsibility for and defining the 

process by which the organization will "learn". 
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(2) Norms 

(3) Go",l s 

rules governing the internal life of the 

organization and affecting such thing s as 

motivation, authority, rewards o 

- the posture the organization as s um es for the 

welfare of its external constituency. 

\Vi th reference to thi s model, Dr. Andersen proposed the following 

theorems : 

The orem 1 (If in trouble - go Meta and Proto) 

If I experience r ecurring difficulty in making or implementing a 

ce rtain class of deci s ions , I should look to the meta task above and 

the proto task below to place my recurring difficulty in perspective 

- to find new s olutions . 

For example, if I find continuing difficulty in de s igning, 

ins talling and getting management us e of a new computerized marketing 

information sys tem, I should look meta and proto. Proto - suggests 

I reinspect the s tream of specific deci si ons with which the managers 

are grappling week-to-week for which the MIS was pre sumably designed. 

I need to get in touch with their "live" decision making processes 

and difficulties to have a context in which to look at my efforts to 

revi s e, ins tall and implement a change in how they operate. Meta

suggest I reinspect the process by which I and the operating managers 

"Learn ll what innovations in MIS and other components of the deci s ion 

making process are perceived to be needed. Have they, with me, been 

involved in the diagnosis of their own decision making process - and 

been heard - and comm;tted to the changes being made for "thei r good"? 

Theorem 2 (Hom eostasis) 

If we change one component of a particular Meta task, the 

equilibrium of the system will be upset. Either appropriate changes 

will be made in other components to re-establish equilibrium, or t he 

single component changed will ultimately be rejected and will return 

to its original state. 
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If I insert a new l inear programming system to inform managers 

about the "situationa l" marginal costs (that is, shadow prices) for 

each element of product mix - but do not change the authority 

structure for deciding prices, product mix schedul ed - and do not 

change the bonus scheme for the plant manager and sal es manager -

and do not change the structure of meetings to respond creatively 

to the new decision ins ight produced by the LoP. program - that 

program will be a "foreign body" in the management process and 

eventually fall into di suse and finally be taken off the computer. 

Theorem 3 (Don't Skip A Meta Task Level) 

If deci s ions are being made in everyday operations (DECIDE/DO 

l eve l) who se implicit goals are in conflict with some of the people 

in the organization (or society), a confrontation which articulates 

their explicit goal s (GOVERN l evel) and clarifies the discrepancy 

between these explicit goals and the operant implicit goals of the 

organization will not re sult in change. Change in the sys tem can 

only occur with attention to all four meta task levels - the process 

of MANAGING and RENEWAL are needed to bring a new congruence between 

GOVERNING value , norm and goals and DECIDE/DO daily activities . 

I think that the so-called generation gap is one of the more 

obvious examples of the application of this theorem. Students object 

to decisions made in the areas of pollution, transportation system , 

corporate profits, educational priorities , etc. They express goals 

and values in conflict with these decisions. However, in very few 

cases do they involve themselves in studying and influencing the 

management processes by which these decisions are mad e or, even more 

importantly, the RENEWING or l earning process by which these new 

management processe s can be introduced. Only a small fraction of 

the critical changes can be effected by the adversary and pressure 

tactics which Ralph Nader has so effectively impinged on car safety 

in the United States. 
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Some Implications to Seminar Participants 

As computer scientists and trainer s of a new generation of 

computer scientists , you are experts in an increasingly powerful 

information processing technology which is impinging rapidly on 

virtually all sector s of our s ociety. Information is power. As 

the technology of gathering, s toring, retrieving,processing and 

disseminating information changes, the power of influence over 

individual and collective lives changes. 

You may choose to l eave to others the way in which the technology 

impinges on the management of human affairs and the attendant goals 

and values change. Or some of you may choose to participate in, or 

prepare your students to have a role in,a more se lf-cons cious process 

of harnessing this technology toward humanistic ends. If you choose 

the latter course, you have much homework to do tomorrow, not next 

week, to broaden your perspective of how the introduction of hardware 

and software may better a llocate influence to those members of our 

s ociety with legitimate power, appropriate knowledge and humanistic 

values. 

I am challenging this group and its sponsors to review their 

mutual responsibility to embed the computer technology in an explicit 

framework and technology of governing our society. I would ask you 

to place responsibility for this effort with your elected leadership 

and to individually and collectively review your progress at least 

annually at your conference, 

Reference: 

S,L. Andersen. GOVERNING ORGANIZATIONAL RENEWAL. To be 

published shortly, but not yet known where. 
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TYPICAL "SUBJECTIVE" 
PROBABILITY ASSESSMENT 
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COMPETITIVE "GAMING" ANALYSIS 
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